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The Shower Unit is designed to provide a softer and wetter water experience.  Locating

the Unit directly at point of use provides the maximum effect and results in reduced

shower and tub cleaning.  Mold growth is highly inhibited.  Softer hair and skin are widely

reported.  Irritating effects for those who are sensitive to Chlorine are diminished.  Use

less soap and shampoo/conditioner.

SPECIFICATIONS:

Max Continuous Recommended Pressure: 100 PSIG

Max Continuous Temperature: 140F

Connection Type: 1/2" NPTF x 1/2" NPTM low lead brass

Material Construction: Food Grade ABS body and HDPE Flow Form

INSTALLATION:

The Unit is installed by un-threading your existing  shower head. Your now exposed

shower spout will be standard with 1/2" NPTM.  Gently thread the Unit female end (be

careful not to cross thread) and hand tighten onto male threads.  Sealant may be

required.  Next, thread the shower head onto the spout and hand tighten.  Snug with

appropriate tool.  The unit will lower the shower head about 4 inches, which is not

usually an issue for people 6' tall or less.  For taller people a new riser spout can be

installed, which will raise the unit back to original height or greater.  They can be

purchased at any local hardware department store.  
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Viktor Schauberger dedicated his life to observing Nature, which is technically the

definition of science.  He pointed out the major blunder of modern physics, by

introducing the missing elements.  Implosion and integrative forces.  The science that

puts things together, rather than focusing all its observation by taking things apart.

Though both principles exist in Nature, it is obvious that the integrative forces always

outweigh dis-integrative forces, otherwise life and matter would not exist.

He dedicated his life to observing water and the environment and made many

predictions and scientific observations that riddled institution.  His developments belied

only simple machines and methods which relied on fluid motion and materials.  

He noted that the way we moved water, under pressure forces in straight lines would

inherently destroy the life force in water and lead to massive societal decay.  He was

aware of the healing properties of healthy mountain streams and understood the

mechanisms in which they were destroyed.  He coined the term "Understand and Copy

Nature", and like Steiner and others, set forth a sacred pathway and the art of bio-

mimicry.  

Nearly 100 years later, albeit lazy to respond, science is just beginning to uncover the

basics.  Other dedicated men and women, like Andreas Schultz have implemented

simplified methods of understanding water and its energetic properties. Author of the

book Water Crystals -(Making the Quality of Water Visible)

Like these individuals, we have found great strides in revitalizing water so every human

being, animal, and plant can experience closer energetics to that which is rare or

inaccessible for most.  Water revitalizing through structuring devices and natural mineral

additives provide a simple and effective means to achieve the natural and original power

of the mature mountain stream.  Visit our member site for detailed information by

becoming a member at naturalaction.com.
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"We need no science of formulae, but a science of forms"

- Viktor S.




